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A collaboration between NASA Ames, Battelle Pacific Northwest Division, and NASA Goddard is exploring new instrument concepts that combine sky 
scanning and spectroscopy with the direct sun transmission measurement capabilities of previous instruments like the NASA Ames Airborne Tracking 
Sunphotometers (AATS). Additional technical goals are to reduce instrument size, weight, and power requirements while increasing autonomy, so as to 
permit operation on a wider range of aircraft, including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The overall science goal for the new instruments is to improve 
knowledge of atmospheric constituents and their links to climate using a variety of airborne measurement approaches including satellite validation. The sky 
scanning capability will enable retrievals of aerosol type (via complex refractive index and shape) and aerosol size distribution extending to larger sizes than 
attainable by direct-beam sunphotometry alone. The spectroscopic capability will improve measurements of gas constituents (e.g., H2O, O3, NO2, SO2) and 
improve accuracy of aerosol measurements via better aerosol-gas separation. Concepts explored to date for an airborne Spectrometer for Sky-Scanning, 
Sun-Tracking Atmospheric Research (4STAR-Air) include using fiber optics to link a spectrometer inside the aircraft to optical entrance ports in a relatively 
small tracking/scanning head outside the aircraft. 4STAR feasibility depends on overcoming three technological hurdles (Russell et al., 2006):

1.   Maintaining calibration to 1% stability over a period of months.
2.   Demonstrating stray light rejection to permit measuring skylight within a few degrees of the sun.
3.  Devising a fiber optic coupling that maintains 1% calibration stability with as many as possible of the following desirable characteristics: detachable 
during assembly before calibration; detachable between calibration and scientific measurements; rotatable during measurements.

To investigate ways to overcome these hurdles we have developed a ground-based prototype, 4STAR-Ground. To date 4STAR-Ground has been calibrated 
with an integrating sphere, and its performance has been characterized in many tests, including comparisons of its sun-tracking and sky-scanning 
measurements to AATS-14 and an AERONET Cimel sun-sky photometer, respectively. This poster includes concepts for 4STAR-Air and results of the 
above 4STAR-Ground measurements.
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4STAR-Ground comparisons to AATS-14
4STAR-GroundAATS-14

Figure 11. A typical setup for acquiring AATS-
4STAR comparison data like those shown in 
Figure 12. AATS-14 is on left, 4STAR-Ground 
on right, both tracking the sun.

Figure 12. Time series of concurrent outputs for 
AATS-14 (smooth traces) and 4STAR-Ground (less-
smooth traces), both tracking the sun through a time-
varying atmosphere during a 4.4-h period. 4STAR-
Ground direct-beam spectrometer outputs are shown 
at 11 wavelengths chosen to match AATS-14 channel 
filter wavelengths. 4STAR-Ground data are 
normalized to match the AATS-14 data in average 
over the 4.4-h period.
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Figure 2. Dimensional comparison of the direct-
beam spectrometer concept and the existing 
AATS-14. Dimensions are in inches. 

Figure 3. A direct-beam instrument concept 
with spectrometers in a cabin-mounted rack 
[Schmid and Russell, 2004]. Dimensions 
are in inches

Figure 4. A concept for a sun-sky spectrometer. 
To permit both sun and sky measurements, the 
entrance port would have dual baffled tubes 
similar to those used in the ground prototype, with 
an attenuator in the direct-sun tube.
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Figure 1. A concept for a direct-beam 
spectrometer using a rotating can [Schmid, 
2003]. 

Figure 5. Photo of the ground prototype 
Spectrometer for Sky-Scanning, Sun Tracking 
Atmospheric Research (4STAR-Ground).

Figure 6. Dual-barrel entrance port for 4STAR-
Ground. Design adapted from Lee et al. [2000].

Figure 7. (a) Photo of the Zeiss MCS spectrometer and Tec5 
electronics used in 4STAR-Ground. (b) Spectrometer layout 
diagram. [Schmid et al., 2005a]
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4STAR-Ground comparisons to an AERONET Cimel Sun-Sky Photometer

Figure 13. 4STAR-G and Cimel over 
NASA Ames 30” sphere 

Measurements with 4STAR-Ground have shown the path to an airborne 
instrument with direct-sun and skylight measurement capabilities comparable 
to AATS and an AERONET Cimel, with the added advantage of spectroscopic 
capabilities enabling improved and extended gas measurements (e.g., O3, 
H2O, NO2) plus improved aerosol-gas separation.

Figure 8. Measurements using the 4STAR-Ground direct-beam channel, scanning across the sun in 
elevation (principal plane, left column) and azimuth (almucantar scan, right column) to measure the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the channel field of view (FOV) and to demonstrate that, near 
the FOV-center tracking point, channel output varies by <2% per degree. Diagonal lines in each frame 
run from the autotracking point (near FOV center) to the first point of the scan (zero counts near left 
edge of frame), and from the last point of the scan (zero counts near right edge of frame) to the new 
autotracking point (which differs from the first autotracking point because of sun movement during the 
scan).

Figure 9. As in Figure 8, but for 4STAR-Ground diffuse sky channel and a different spectrometer pixel.  
Note that, by design, the diffuse sky channel has FWHM narrower than the direct-beam channel.

Measurements to characterize  4STAR-Ground
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Sun & sky measurements with  4STAR-Ground

Figure 10. Data from 4STAR-Ground. (a) Output 
counts for four wavelengths during an elevation 
scan that combines data from diffuse (sky) and 
direct (sun) channels (b) Direct-sun spectrum.

Figure 14. Radiances measured on 27 Apr 2007 by  
4STAR (dots) and by the AERONET Cimel (colored 
lines) are shown in Frame a, with % differences in 
Frame b. Size distributions obtained by inverting the 
radiances with the standard AERONET code are shown 
in Frame c.

Inversion results from 4STAR & AERONET Cimel measurements

Measurements to characterize a Fiber Optic Rotating Joint (FORJ)

Figure 15. A fiber optic rotating joint (FORJ, 
pictured above) would be a key enabling 
technology for 4STAR if its transmission were 
accurately reproducible. Such a FORJ would 
enable a small rotating/scanning collector head 
outside the A/C to be linked by fiber optics to a 
spectrometer rack inside the A/C. 

Figure 17. Airborne 4STAR requires an improved skylight collector 
for fast sky scans. Cimel and Prede sun photometers incorporate 
lenses to increase light volume. This would introduce unacceptable 
chromatic effects in 4STAR spectra. 
The modeled design has the following features :
			  l Newtonian telescope for sky view
			  l Smaller sky FOV  < 0.7 ° full-angle
			  l 1000 X current optical flux (from reflective optics + larger fiber)
			  l Spherical aberration 0.02 ° in sky view
			  l Negligible chromatic aberration from fiber NA
			  l Good baffling scheme takes advantage of secondary masking.
			  l Zero of 10,000 rays hit outside FOV from ray trace
			  l Hole through center of secondary for clear sun view
			  l Sun FOV ~ 1.5 ° full-angle, customizable
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Figure 16. The measurements above show that, when the FORJ is rotated through 360º, FORJ 
transmission is reproducible to SD ~0.25%.
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